Your fellow Operations Research and Management Science professionals are pleased to extend an open invitation to attend the Fourth INFORMS Richmond/Tidewater Chapter Meeting.

**When:** Thursday, May 10th, 2012, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

**Where:** Peninsula Higher Education Center (Room 2212)
600 Butler Farm Rd., Hampton, VA 23666

**Food:** Finger food and soda will be served

**Parking:** Open

To get involved contact Meagan Buch, at buch_meagan@bah.com
Visit the chapter’s Linked-In group at www.linkedin.com and join the group and discussion.

**Presentation:** MANAGING EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DURING SEVERE WEATHER EVENTS

by

**Dr. Laura A. McLay, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY**

Laura A. McLay is an Assistant Professor of Statistical Sciences and Operations Research at Virginia Commonwealth University. Dr. McLay’s research interests are in the field of operations research with a particular focus on discrete optimization and Markov decision processes to manage both routine and severe risks. Her research has applications in homeland security, emergency management problems, and emergency response during severe weather events.

Her research has been widely published and she has authored and co-authored twenty-nine publications during in archival journals and refereed proceedings. Dr. McLay’s research has been supported by the National Science Foundation, the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Defense. She is the recipient of an Outstanding Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE) Publication Award and a best paper award for co-authored proceedings for the IIE Annual Conference.

Dr. McLay received her Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2006. She is a member of INFORMS, IIE, Tau Beta Pi, Alpha Pi Mu, and the Virginia Academy of Science.